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A s a small business owner or entrepreneur, do you feel uncomfortable selling? Not sure of what to 
say or when to say it?

Are you lacking a consistent stream of income because you avoid looking for new clients?
Or worse, when you do talk to potential new customers, do they walk away instead of 

buying your product or service? 
Don’t worry, you are not alone! For many small to medium sized businesses, these are very common 

problems. Before I became an award-winning sales expert and host of my own sales show, I felt the 
same way. An entrepreneur must master three areas to successfully create the sales and income they 
desire.  

CONFIDENCE: We often fear the dejection and rejection that comes from hearing the word 
NO.  But it does not have to be that way! Simple things can confidently and courageously 
promote yourself and your business. 

MODERN SELLING SKILLSET: The stereotypes that salespeople are aggressive, 
pushy, and greedy will often stop us from searching out new clients or actively 
promoting ourselves. The sleazy salesperson stereotype is the old way of selling. 
Customers need to be treated in a professional, respectful manner – the way you 
would like to be treated. Learn how to educate and inform, guide and provide, 
serve not self-serve. 

SIMPLE PROCESSES: Imagine what it would be like if you had a simple, 
step-by-step, repeatable processes to effortlessly gain more clients, overcome 
objections, and close more deals. Winging it causes us to miss steps, say the 
wrong things, not hear the customer, and a variety of other crucial mistakes 
that can cause us to lose value sales we cannot afford to lose! 

What would mastering confidence, modern selling, and simple processes do for 
you and your business? With RAINMAKERS ‘Selling Made Simple’ Sales Success 
System, your days of winging it are over. Learn how to replace fear, failure, and 
frustration with empowerment, increased confidence, and solid sales success. 

RAINMAKERS ‘Selling Made Simple’ Sales Success System means more than just 
getting by. It means you will have the confidence, skillset, and processes to source new 
customers, close more deals, and acquire a steady stream of cash flow! Imagine once 
more what your life would be like without the weight of endless entrepreneurial hurdles. 
Imagine having enough time freed up to focus on serving others, spending time with 
family, or doing the activities you never seem to find time to do. Imagine feeling stress 
free over building clientele and closing sales.

Imagine investing in yourself and your business and going from surviving to thriving! 
Dare to imagine all of this is possible and that it takes only one phone call. Let Rainmakers 
Business Solutions show you how to take your sales from stalled to unstoppable!
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